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Overview

Principles for short, spoken communications

Good Communication Approach

Principles applied to Talks
Slides, Handouts and Scripts

Principles Applied to Interviews

Take Home Message
Work out your message - and learn it
Communicate it Human to Human
Don’t exceed your time



Principles

I Decide how big a message your audience will take away.
I Decide what is you want that message to be
I Use a good communication approach to deliver that message
I Never never never never never never NEVER EVER

I under any circumstances
I Overrun your time limit

I Be yourself!
I Or a friendly approachable version of yourself!



Good Communication Approach

I Remember: It’s human-to-human
I Like your audience - it helps with the body language

I Look at your audience and expect them to look at you
I Or to shift ttheir gaze and look at what you are looking at

I Assert-Explain-Remind
I Tell them for what they are going to hear

I Then explain it to them

I Then remind them what you told them



Talks

I Message size is 1 short sentence
I Or 3 or 4 short bullets

I Learn the message
I Then make it the first sentence of your talk

I The body of your talk explains the message
I Then you repeat the message
I And thank the audience
I Don’t expect slides or handouts to expand the message

I No slides is fine
I And impresses people

I If the slides are just for you, put them on your phone, laptop or
tablet and NOT on the screen



Slides, Handouts and Scripts

I Slides
I Only show slides to demonstrate a point -
I Must have very clear explanation of

I What is on the slide - use a pointer
I How it demonstrates the point
I Which point it demonstrates.

I Handouts
I Only if teaching.
I Never to expand the message - write a book!

I Scripts
I Never



Interviews

I It’s like several short talks with the topics chosen by the panel
I Prepare answers for the obvious questions
I If you think time is a problem offer a short answer and then say

“would you like me to expand on that?”
I Otherwise tell, explain, remind

I Look mostly at the questioner but also at the chair and the other
members of the panel



Take Home Message

I Work out your message - and learn it
I Communicate it Human to Human
I Don’t excceed your time

Thank you
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